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Available power for the few remnant in Christ 

  This  power  of  God Almighty  is  beyond man’s  understanding.  This  is  God’s  power  involved in
creation, life itself, control of circumstances, salvation unto eternal life, the will of God, prayer, etc. We
are not intelligent enough to ever grasp its infinite makeup or purpose. However Yahweh Everliving
moves with this power in the camp of His saints. Our relationship with God as our Father includes this
power in the believer’s life.

   ZPE is Zero Point Energy.  It has also been called aether power, orgone energy, radiant energy, free
energy, and a few other designations.  ZPE is heavily intertwined with quantum physics and vacuum
photon energy. There is enough free ZPE in a 3” cubic space to power any large city. This was the
special field of study of Nikola Tesla who gave us the use of AC electric power.  One does not have to
be a “rocket scientist” to understand and make use of ZPE which is greatly above the common use of
electricity we use today. In fact many advancements into this study have successfully been achieved by
non-establishment self taught experimenters with ZPE. It would be no surprise if some survivalists of
God’s family are already in progress with this endeavor. Wouldn’t it be great if some brethren knew the
basics? Interested in time travel theory or anti-gravity? With God all things are possible.

   Electricity is an amazing power that can aid people in many ways as we all know.  But for those who
realize that sooner or later we are in for serious survival times, a little better knowledge of what electric
currents  are  all  about  is  needed.   What  are  voltage,  watts,  and amps?   What  constitutes  efficient
generators that produce household current by which to operate machinery and electronic equipment
that  can  ease  the  burden of  surviving  a  very  trying  situation?   Answers  to  these  and other  basic
questions  would be a benefit to those who know that we  cannot count on “government” today.

   

   God’s nature is a powerhouse for surviving the trials in the times of Jacob’s Trouble.  Garden plants,
wild edible plants, healthful water, hunting game, herbs, working with our dog- horse- cat- friends,
natural lumber building materials, bee keeping, shelter and raiment making, and much much more!
God’s nature is simply awesome with its life sustaining power!  But getting “out there” and actually
doing is the trick! Everyone can start slowly and add to accumulated knowledge.   God bless, stay safe,
and pray for the remnant.         [Questions? Our email is usa12gates@generalmail.net]   
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